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We have a beautiful rainy start to June 
2020 and after a quarter of a year we 
are getting back to you with the Jus-
tice for Nature Newsletter. We have 
completed other incredible and impor-
tant events that we want to introduce 
you to.
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The covid-19 world pandemic has hit our 
projects just like everyone else. The dramatic 
return of volunteers back home from Suma-
tra was followed by a number of restrictions, 
restrictions and complications for each of us. 
This was mainly reflected in the financing of 
green life and blue life projects, especially 
with cancelled volunteer programs in the su-
mmer of 2020.

Thanks to this uneasy fact, approximately 
£20,500 is missing in the organization’s fi-
nances which was supposed to be a signi-
ficant support for sumateran projects. It is 
for this reason that we had to cut off waste 
programs on Blue Life in the local island vill-
ages, we had to limit funding for Blue Patrol 
rangers, especially state rangers. Everything 
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was put into some kind of safe mode to tre-
ad the most important tasks, which eventu-
ally succeeded.

At this time, we can declare that we have 
managed to survive the first wave of the cri-
sis and keep the Green Life project fully de-
ployed, which we can’t say about Blue Life,  
but even so, the Blue Patrol is in the field 
protecting the sea turtles on  Bangkaru Is-
land.

The second round of the pandemic and its 
progress will be seen in the second half 
of the year.  One thing is already certain, 
without the support of the people we can 
not hold Blue Patrol, which would be a great 
shame and especially a loss for sea turtles!
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Since March 2020, a new watchtower has 
been being built in the Sekelam river valley 
to serve monitoring, patrol activities and 
ecotourism.

It was two months of hard work, starting 
with dismantling the old Camp III and mo-
ving usable material a few hundred meters 
downstream of Sekelam to a beautiful me-
ander overlooking the river. This was fo-
llowed by the transport of material from the 
village of Tegapan, including bags of cement, 
iron fittings, tin roofs and planks. Everything 

NEW WATCHTOWER

was implemented by our Green Patrol ranger 
team in cooperation with local people. Hard 
work, hard work and hard work again. We are 
thus trying to create conditions for a man-
aged ecotourism at the Green Life Reserve, 
which, in cooperation with local people, 
would be aimed at functional nature conser-
vation. So if this vision proves to be functio-
nal, we would like to build two more towers 
by the Sembelang and Berkail rivers in 2021.
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Between April and May, two more tiger incidents occurred when a tiger struck cows outside the 
Gunung Leuser National Park in the Bohorok district. So far, we have never seen such a rapid 
period of such an event in such a short period of time. Zbyněk Hrábek draws up a report justifying 
these incidents to NPGL administration and the local community.

TIGER INCIDENTS
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The biggest problem here is the increased poaching activity and loss of natural food for ti-
gers, which are mainly Sambar deer, red tufted deer and wild pigs. We are trying to present 
a new preventive concept to prevent these incidents, but whether it will be accepted by 
communities and will be successful remains to be seen. We are preparing a new program 
for local communities called Community Ranger following the NP Bardia in Nepal.
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SPONSORSHIP DONATIONS HUSKY 
AND GUMOTEX

In May, two major sponsorship events took 
place. First of all, we obtained a boat of type 
Alfonso from Gumotex for the purpose of 
monitoring water areas with the project Jus-
tice for Nature and for the purpose of filming 
NEZP and Eye of the Earth.

We obtained a boat with a sale value of 
£1050.00 for £350.00. This was an exhibi-
tion exhibit which was provided to us in this 
way with a significant discount.
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However, the main event was a sponsorship donation from Husky, which provided equipment 
and clothing for The Civil Watch Justice for Nature and the Eye of Earth team with a sale value of 
£4,500 It is an equipment for seven team members.

Husky became one of the main 
sponsors of the Prales Dětem (Ra-
inforest for Kids) association for 
2020. We‘re still waiting for pat-
ches and prints. After that, the en-
tire collection will be presented to 
the public.
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COLLECTION FOR CONGO

In April, 13 rangers were tragically murdered in Virunga national park in the Democratic Republic 
of congo.

Prales Dětem (Rainforest for Kids) association decided to act in a flash, and on days from 1.5. 
until 5.5. Global fundraising was held by us #GivingTuesdayNow through DARUJME.CZ, in support 
of guardians to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, namely virunga national park and Kisimba 
Ikobo National Reserve.
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During this time-limited collection, a respectable amount was collected 
82 321 CZK, which involved 134 people.

The collection was held through DARUJME. CZ, which deducts 2% from the received donations for 
its operation and management of this portal. The final amount obtained is CZK 79,421 (€2895).

We rounded this amount up to €3,000, with one half (€1500) being sent to Virunga National Park 
to support the families of the murdered rangers and to support the guards who continue to care 
for the park and need to know that we value their work immensely.

The second part of €1500 was sent to the Kisimba Ikobo primate reserve for a 3 month support 
watchdog program in the Kishondja sector and kira sector. This support is overseen by the ranger 
and colleague Jean Claude Ndakasi, whom we had the privilege of meeting in person at the Inter-
national Meeting of the Guardians of the World (IRF) in Nepal in 2019.

Big thanks to everyone who has been involved in the support.

In 2018, the project Sewing Workshop of The Widows of Rangers from the Virunga National Park was established, which thus 
in a difficult situation were given the opportunity to regain passion for living after the tragic loss of their husbands. 
Photos were provided by Mrs Julie from virunga national park.



Monitoring activity in the Green Life reserve using photo traps is a key activity of the Green 
Patrol. Over the course of six months, female tiger was repeatedly entering the reserve, in 
several cases she was also captured by our photo trap. Such a fact is always a big event for 
the Green Life reserve, and we believe that the conditions of the rescued territories will be 
an ideal hunting grounds for these wonderful big cats. Of course there is documentation of 
other species of animals, especially orangutans and also tiger prey, which are Sambar deer, 
wild pigs and red tufted deer. Biodiversity of the reserve is very varied, which brings us all a 
good feeling of satisfaction getting the work done to protect the rainforest and endangered 
animal species.

MONITORING EYE OF THE TIGER
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT JUSTICE FOR 
NATURE IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

The Justice for NATURE Project (JFN) has an 
incredible development and also attracts huge 
dissent in part of the hunting community. Mo-
nitoring activities to detect green crime in our 
countryside is disliked by various groups. The-
se are mainly poisoning, the use of traps, hawk 
baskets, or illegal shootings of birds of prey. 
During April to May, we intensively engaged in 
preventive patrols in the countryside, especially 
against poisoning.

We have also gradually focused on illegal was-
te dumps or feeds, i.e. illegal feeding of wildlife 
using dead livestock.

We have sent several complaints to the inquiry 
over the two months. We cooperate with the 
Police President of the Czech Republic, ČSO, 
AOPK HB, or the Department of Environment 
and Agriculture of the Vysočina Region.
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Within days 15.6. - 25.6. we have campaigned against poisoning in the countryside in the fo-
llowing councils, towns of the Vysočina region: Zachotín, Častotín, Nový Rychnov (meeting with 
the mayor – 10 posters to other local councils), Jamné (meeting with the mayor – 5 posters to 
other councils), Brtnice (meeting with the deputy mayor of posters – 10 posters to other coun-
cils), Křižanov (meeting with the mayor – 10 posters to other councils), Pikárec (negotiations with 
the mayor – 5 posters to other councils) , Bobrová, Smrk (meeting with the mayor), Pozďatín,Čas-
totice, Zahrádka, Pyšel, Vladislav, Hostákov, Valdíkov, Čechočovice, Stařeč, Mastník, Kojetice,Horní 
Újezd, Výčapy (negotiations with the mayor – 5 posters to other councils), Štěpánovice, Hrotovice 
(meeting with the mayor and the OŽP – 20 posters to other councils). Articles published in Tře-
bíčský, Žďárský, Jihlavský, Pelhřimov and Havlíčkobrodský Newsletter and an article in Jihlavské 
Listy.

On 18.6. Milan Jeglik and Zuzana Koloušková underwent training as nature guardians for the Vy-
sočina Region at the Department of Environment in Jihlava. In this way, we became a direct part 
of the field protection of nature in the position of officials for the Vysočina Region. From now on, 
citizens can contact us in case of detection of offences committed or suspected criminal activity 
in the field of nature protection pursuant to Act 114/1992  Coll   For nature protection and envi-
ronment. 
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CIVICPATROLS ON DARUJME.CZ PORTAL

Thanks to registration of Prales dětem (rainforest for kids) Association on the DARUJME por-
tal. CZ we would like to inform you that we have started another new project called “Sprave-
dlnost pro přírodu“ (Justice for Nature)  in the Czech Republic, to which you can now contri-
bute easily, quickly.

Support the Citizens Patrols Justice for Nature, which operate directly in the field and help 
detect illegal activities in the Czech countryside. Every year, dogs, cats, as well as protected 
animals (such as otters, eagles or owls) are poisoned without the perpetrators being detec-
ted and punished. Our role is to assist state and non-state organizations, but also to educate 
the public.

Make a single donation or enter a permanent standing order and let us help nature together 
in the Czech Republic. You can also donate via our www.justicefornature.org page, where you 
can find the portal under the Donation button.

Thank you for any contribution that will allow us to actively participate in the detection of 
illegal activities in the Czech countryside.

The team of Prales dětem (rainforest for kids) association.
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STUDENT MADE Bird BOOTHS TO SUPPORT CI-
VIC PATROLS

The booth sells for 390 czk (£13.50) + postage and 
packing. Those of you who do not have where to 
place the booth, you can finance the booth and we 
will place it for you and send you back photo docu-
mentation and information about the place where 
the booth was placed.

For each booth, a supporter and bird lover will also 
receive a prestigious certificate of assistance in 
protecting the Czech landscape and animals. The 
profit is intended for the Civic Patrol, which sear-
ches the countryside for illegal poisoning activity.

Tadeáš Serafín , a student at Teplice Grammar School (our former volunteer in Sumatra), decided 
to support the Civic Watch Justice for Nature in an unprecedented way of donation. He has produ-
ced more than 200 bird booths for the rainforest association, from which the sale of the e-shop 
will support the Rainforest for kids association and its civic patrols for the operation of field acti-
vities in the countryside.

This type of booth is intended mainly for smaller 
species of birds, such as, Parus Eurasian blue tit, 
Coal tit or European crested tit . We should hang 
the booth in a place where birds will have enough 
food and will not be threatened by predators (cats, 
marten) preferably 2 to 5 meters high, for example, 
on a trunk with fewer branches or on the wall of 
the house. It does not have to be in any specific 
Cardinal direction but it is good to place the booth 
somewhere where it will not be directly exposed to 
wind and rain. The booth needs to be cleaned after 
a while (preferably every year in autumn or winter) 
due to the accumulation of material by which birds 
build a nest. This is done with the openable front of 
the box. A steel plate for hanging must be screwed 
to the booth. Screws, plate and nails for possible 
nailing on the tree are included.
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WOXKON BACKPACKS For Rainforest for Kids

It is a pleasure to introduce a Czech company 
“WOXKON”, which decided to connect with 
our organization and from each backpack 
sold to devote 5 % of the profit to support 
projects Green life or Blue life. The decision 
is up to you, customers. which of the project 
the support will go to, you decide yourself 
during the purchase.

WOXKON is not only a lover of nature, but 
also an ethical company that was not afraid 
and started its own production in a small fa-
mily factory near Prostějov.

What more to wish for than to have a per-
fectly fitting, durable, nature and city like use 
backpack made in the Czech Republic. 

So if you’re looking for a backpack, we defini-
tely recommend this one.
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MONITORING THE EYE OF A BEAR

At the end of June, the eye of the earth team 
went for photo traps, which were placed on 
the monitoring program of the bear‘s eye in 
the Kremnica hills for 6 months without con-
trol due to coronavirus and closed borders. 
On some photo traps we were welcomed 
by an amazing surprise in the form of bears 
and wolves. This summarized the initial mo-
nitoring cycle and from 1.7. official and con-
tractually based monitoring will be launched 
in cooperation with the state nature protec-
tion of Slovakia.

This unique monitoring of large beasts will 
take place until the end of 2021 on 600 km2 
of Kremnické hills and in the Ďumbirskych 
Tatras in the low Tatras national park of Slo-
vakia.

More about the Eye of the Bear program 
here.
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STAY CHILL FOR CLEAN THE OCEAN

StayChill is a newcomer to the market, but 
we think its attitude and approach to the en-
vironment will surely acquire its place on the 
market. We are so glad that the guys from 
StayChill just picked us from the start and 
decided to combine their products with the 
Project Clean the Ocean.

„The idea to create “StayChill” emerged so-
metime in 2018. At the time, we, Philip and 
Patrick, didn‘t have the means to start crea-
ting something, but for that we had time to 

think about how to grab our brand and how 
to show it to the world. It took two years, 
and in those two years, we found the perfect 
suppliers of materials, seamstresses and 
other means to make this brand see the light 
of day. We don‘t just want to create another 
brand that makes money on cheap work and 
materials from Asia. We create our dream 
and try to cooperate with material suppliers 
who guarantee us 100% BIO quality and also 
Fair Trade products.“

Another company joined the rainforest for kids association, which decided to donate 5% of 
its profits from the sale of its products to support the project Clean the Ocean.
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GREEN LIFE PARTY 2020

Due to the problems and quarantine caused 
by the covid-19 disease pandemic, we were 
not sure for a long time whether this spring 
green life party 2020 would take place. in 
the end, everything came to our advantage, 
and on 5th and 7th of June 2020 this annual 
meeting with a related public took place on 
1st June 2020.

The program was traditionally rich and con-
cerned not only lectures and screenings of 
films, but in particular the issue of poisoning 
and public involvement in this activity. 

The event brought together 64 people, who 
in most cases went through training on coo-
peration to stop poisoning the countryside, 
watching the premiere of the film RANGER, 
which brought them closer to the world 
event of 9th IRF rangers congress in Nepal 
and have a great time in the company of pe-
ople who are passionate about nature and 
its protection. This year there will be a se-
cond major event in September 2020, which 
will be a get together of volunteers for the 
years 2010 - 2020.

We look forward to a rich participation.
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EXPANSION OF GREEN LIFE RESERVATION 
TO 134.2 HA

At a time when the human world is suffering 
under the pressure of the invisible enemy of 
the covid-19 and the regional economy is 
collapsing, Green Life continues to expand 
the reserve on Sumatra, which is now a visi-
ble world example of human cooperation to 
protect the world‘s natural heritage.

From January to the end of May 2020, seve-
ral other owners managed to payed off and 
thus we saved 9 ha of the protection zone of 
the Gunung Leuser nation park.

The Green Life reserve is steadily protected 
by the anti-poaching patrol and the green 
patrol rangers, who received full pay during 
the crisis and conscientiously guarded green 
life territory.

However, the biggest step is still in the form 
of the redemption of land near Čoles and 
the expansion of the Green life reserve by a 
full 41.5 hectares. This event is intensively 
worked on, the land has been targeted and 
inspected and negotiations with the owners 
have begun. Everything is on the best track, 
including a sponsorship donation worth 2.8 
million CZK (£ 96,000) from one Czech donor.
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The actual size of the Green 
life reserve as of 30.6.2020 
(the map is without the seke-
lam valley, where the area is 
not yet changing).

Reservation size 134.2 ha
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TRAINING IN SLOVAKIA

On 30.6. 2020, training for the collection of 
genetic samples of brown bears and preda-
tory wolves took place at the administration 
of the state nature protection of Slovakia in 
Bánský bystrica. Our territory has become 
the Kremnické hills and 6 sectors with an 
area of 100 km2, a total of 600 km2. In the 
low Tatras national park we have acquired an 
area for monitoring in the whole Ďumbirske 
Tatras. A training method of DNA collection 
and foraging ecology was undertaken by Mi-
lan Jeglík, Zuzana Koloušková, Petr Coubal, 
Jan Suchý, Tomáš Šmátrala, Míša Kršáková 

and Jakub Čiba, So 4 Czechs and 3 Slovaks. 
The subject of this cooperation is the secu-
rity and monitoring of large beasts, including 
the Napant protection zone and the Kremni-
ca hills. Monitoring will be carried out by co-
llecting samples intended for DNA analysis 
and foraging ecology of the brown bear and 
the predatory wolf and systematic monito-
ring of large beasts using photo traps. On 
1.7. this activity will start in 2020. The con-
tract is valid until the end of 2021.
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On 27 June 2020, a very important annual meeting of the Rainforest for kids’ association 
took place, where the organization‘s activities over the past 11 years and, in particular, the 
events of 2019, which were a turning point. Membership has also changed very significantly, 
with many personnel changes not only in Indonesia, but also in the Czech Republic. Milan 
Jeglík and Zuzana Koloušková remained chairman and vice-chairman, but a significant pro-
portion of the other members have changed compared to previous years. Part of the meeting 
was also the creation of a special club membership justice for  nature for the public, which 
wants to support our joint projects despite the fact that it does not want to have deeper 
membership obligations.

An important moment was the discussion on Covid-19 and the further development of the 
rainforest for kids activities in 2020. The abolition of voluntary programmes for the summer 
of 2020 has become a completely unexpected situation, which has had negative impact for 
all our projects, especially in terms of funding. It was necessary to limit some activities, in 
particular waste programs in the Pulau Banyak islands within the Blue Life project. Our pri-
ority was to maintain the activities of our Green Patrol and Blue Patrol, including YHUA and 
YSAN partner organizations. Priority is the functionality of the Green Life reservation and its 
security. All this has been solved despite the difficult situation of quarantine both at home 
and in Indonesia. Zbyněk Hrábek did a great job on Sumatra and we could evaluate the whole 
complex situation as solved. All this thanks to all the supporters, partner companies and co-
lleagues who support the Rainforest society for children, including all its projects. The current 
situation does not indicate a significant improvements,  so we must continue to maintain 
project activities very carefully and encourage the public to support and cooperate.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FOREST TO 
KIDS AND THE OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE
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Half a year of activity is behind us and we already know that the next few months will be 
packed with new activities, moving projects forward and many news to come. We believe 
they will please you as much as us!

For an up-to-date overview of our events, we recommend that you follow the project web-
site, Facebook or Instagram.

Those interested in active holidays can participate in volunteering in Slovakia or from the new 
year 2021 in Sumatra under the Green and Blue programme.

RANFOREST FOR KIDS 
- JUSTICE FOR NATURE

• volunteer program in Slovakia
• volunteer program in Sumatra

An overview of the possibilities and ways to participate actively or financially can be found 
here.

Thank you for your kindness! We can do more together!

JUSTICEFORNATURE.ORG
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https://www.instagram.com/pralesdetemcz/
https://justicefornature.org/dobrovolnicky-program-slovensko/
https://justicefornature.org/en/help-camp/
https://justicefornature.org/en/what-can-i-do-to-help/
https://www.facebook.com/PralesDetem/
https://justicefornature.org/

